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EXACT SOLUTION OF YANG-MILLS SELF-DUALITY EQUATIONS 

Abstract 

The exact AX(SL(2,R)),  A2(SL(3,R))- solutions of self- duality equations are 
found. In the special case the O{4)- invariant with instanton number equal to one arises. 

In the last few years a great interest has been paid [1-8] on investigation of self-
dual Yang- Mills equation because it has been shown that a large number of one, two and 
(l + 2)- dimensional integrable models can be obtained from it by symmetry reduction 
and by imposing the constraints on Yang- Mills potentials. The universality ofthe self-
dual Yang- Mills model as an integrable system has been confirmed in the recent paper 
[9] where the general scheme ofthe reduction ofthe Belavin- Zakharov Lax pair for self-
duality [10] has been represented over an arbitrary subgroup from the conformal group of 
transformations of R4- space. As the result of this reduction one has the Lax pair 
representation for the corresponding differential equations of a lower dimension. 

In the Leznov- Saveliev approach [11] the cylindricall symmetrric configurations 
of Yang- Mills fields are considered, that is the solutions are invariant with respect to the 
so- called diagonal group, the generators of which are composed of the generators of a 
subgroup ofthe conformal group of coordinate transformations and the SU(2) - subgroup 
ofthe gauge group. In this case the number of different two-dimensional reductions is 
defined by nonequivalent embeddings of the SU(l) - group into the gauge group. In 
particular, an exactly integrable system of generalized Toda lattice was derived and its 
general solution was obtained. 

In this work, following the Leznov- Mukhtarov approach [12], we construct the 
solution of self-duality equation depending on r - independent linear self-dual systems, 
each of which contains Ъаа +1 members, where coa are the indexes ofthe semisimple 
algebra. The O{4)- invariant solution, having no singularities in the whole four 
dimensional space, aries when the solutions of chains of linear systems are simply 
numerical constants. 

1. From the group of motion of four dimensional space (X,,X2JJC3,X4)G R(4) let 
us choose the group SU(l) which transforms the pair complex coordinates y, z 
(y = xl +ix2,z = x3 +ix4) as the components of the two- dimensional (spinor) 
representation of this group. The components of conjugated spinor {z,—y) and any linear 
combination of the form {у + Яг, z-Ay) are transformed at the same way. The 
infinitesimal operators of this algebra L±, L0(ff) have the form 

К=У-г-2—,    L_=z-—y-—,   h=y^--z~ + z-~~y~.         (1) 
oz      oy oy      oz cy      oz      vz       oy 

The algebra s/(2,i?) may be embedded in gauge algebra in many unequivalent ways. In 
this work we shall use the so-called principal embedding, the infinitesimals operators of 
which are defined as: 

2>A.  
H=l 

(2) 


